Present Perfect negative – regular verbs – worksheet

have/has, not + Past Participle

Example (short form): He hasn't closed the door.

1. Write negative sentences (short form) - Present Perfect.

Peter (not to paint) the door.

______________________________

Jake and Adam (not to ask) the teacher.

______________________________

The pupils (not to walk) to school.

______________________________

The football team (not to train) today.

______________________________

The girl (not to carry) the bag.

______________________________

The tutor group (not to decide) to go to Borkum.

______________________________

The students (not to answer) all the questions.

______________________________

I (not to clean) my bike.

______________________________

We (not to tidy) up our rooms.

______________________________

Bill (not to call) me.

______________________________

The children (not to swim) in the sea.

______________________________

You (not to take) the children to the zoo.

______________________________